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Motivated by the serious environmental cons
reoent,conflict in the Gulf area, The Conferenc of Experts on^
use, of the Environment as a Tool of Conven^ionaj warfare was
convened by the aovernment-of Canada and.the Secretary General of
the United Nations.'

The object of the Conference was to provide a single forum in
which,experts, in the fields of international envirvnment4l law and
environmental sciences, and the laws of war, could deb,ate the,
existing international law 'on the relationship of war and the
environment. Based on the results of their analysis of the
existing state of the law, it was hoped that the experts would be
able to, suggest ways to ' improve its effectiveness and
implementation.

In the opinion of the Chairman, these' objectives have been-
weil and truly met. Without exception, the experts present, who
participated in their personal capacities, provided thoughtful and
articulate contributions to the 4ir$aussions.

1. Participants heard, presentations on the environmental effects
of the'tSulf War, the historical development of the international
law on the environment and on armed conflict, and the applicability
of existing law to incidents of the type that occurred during the
war.

2. Participants reviewed existing law and other instruments that
could be relevant to the protection of the environment during-armed
confiict.

3. The Conference noted the grave damage resulting from Iraqi
actions during the.Gulf War,'for.exarnple, in setting oil fires and
in deliberately. releasing oil in the Gulf. There was a shared view
that important provisions of customary and conventional law had
been seriously violated. ,

4. Participants notedUnited. Rations security Council Resolution
687 adopted on April 3, 1991, which reaffirmed that Iraq was liable
under 'international law to compensate for any environmental damage
and the.depletion of natural resources.

5. There was a shared view that want otion of the
environment with no legitimate military pW*qVbfePA A ly
contrary to existing international law. ^ At^A D A ^
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